WORK EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

Freelance Writer
Independent
01/2015-Present
-Communicated with potential and existing clients about
project tasks and expectations for the delivery thereof
-Researched, wrote, and edited original articles, blog posts,
and ebooks
-Edited and proofread articles, blog posts, and ebooks
written by others, including those learning ESL
-Published and optimized content for search engines
-Crafted posts for various social media outlets
-Designed simple graphics
-Maintained above 90% approval rating for multiple
months

Content Creation: Researching, Blogging, Proofreading &
Editing, Journalistic Format, Product Descriptions,
Accepting & Integrating Feedback, Adapting to Brand
Voice

Tutor
The Princeton Review
01/2018-Present
-Tutored middle school, high school, and college students
in various subjects like essay writing and literature
interpretation
-Led students to find answers independently

SELECTED PROJECTS & PUBLICATIONS

Electrician and Lighting Designer
Waterman Theatre
11/2010-12/2014
-Completed technical tasks and accompanying
troubleshooting processes on strict deadlines
-Interpreted artwork and created designs for clients with a
variety of needs
-Led workers and delegated tasks efficiently

EDUCATION
Bachelor’s in Creative Writing, Minor in Theatre
State University of New York at Oswego
08/2010-05/2015
-Multiple semesters of Dean’s List commendation
-Provided and received detailed feedback on writing
projects in a group setting
-Studied literature, writing, journalism, dramaturgy,
psychology, and linguistics

VOLUNTEER WORK
Public Relations Head (Storyteller’s Guild, 2014)
-Crafted advertising strategies for university club to
increase membership and involvement

Digital Publishing: Blog Management, SEO (including
Metadescriptions), Wordpress, Social Media, Digital
Marketing, Course Creation, Powerpoints, Basic Graphic
Design, HTML
Miscellaneous: Leadership, Empathetic Communication,
Self-Management, Consulting/Teaching/Mentoring,
Technological Savvy, Teamwork, Emotional Intelligence,
Accuracy, Attention to Detail, Critical Thinking

Multiple Articles (NovoResume, 2018)
-Researched and wrote articles on resume advice for
various professions
-Created sample resumes to accompany posts
Self-Help Articles (ExistGreat, 2016)
-Wrote self-help articles in a voice matching the website’s
brand
You Feel Like Shit: An Interactive Self-Care Guide (2015)
-Engineered a viral flowchart-style guide to self-care for
those who struggle with executive dysfunction, based on
lived mental health experiences
-Achieved acclaim in Slate, the Atlantic, and the New
Yorker
-Received over 1 million play-throughs
Multiple Articles (Education News, 2015)
-Wrote in journalistic format, in a voice matching the
interests of educators and other professionals
Losing Teeth (Original Poetry Chapbook, 2015)
Father/Son Dance (Bloom Queer Arts Journal, 2013)
City of Iron (Waterman Lab Theatre, 2011)
-Wrote and edited one-act play based on the needs and
feedback of the director and actors

